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-13Jan [FB] download shikaku alors on sale Many
observant followers of saudi news may have noticed

that in just the last few weeks a large number of saudi
websites has either been shut down or has their

content replaced by posts from a different (and not
even saudi) website. A few weeks ago I noticed that a
large number of those.tumblr.com pages have been

replaced by posts from saudi.do websites, they are all
Saudi websites and it seems they have now been

forced into "internet censorship". I should note that I
only found out about this after noticing that I was

banned from that site and also from saudi websites
that I use a lot. Whilst searching for an explanation of

why this would be happening I noticed that some
people online were talking about a new facebook

policy that was coming out that would require all saudi
websites to provide an official status update on their
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site. I'm aware that facebook aren't the most
trustworthy and that such rules may be made up on

the fly but they provide a good way of explaining
what's going on. The policy is that Saudi websites

must now have a "content" page where they have to
provide an official statement for their website and
where they are supposed to post any changes that
they may be making to their content. Whilst most

people are happy to see such a good idea, it seems
that the Saudi government is a little short sighted

because the government also seems to have a
problem with social media and with people using

facebook. Like many of the other sites I use facebook
to keep in touch with friends and family and to post
pictures and other content and I've noticed that the

official fb accounts for all of the official Saudi websites
are pretty similar to each other in layout, they seem to
all share the same style of design that you see on all

fb pages and they all seem to share the same graphics
and other content. Whilst I've found this information
on most of the websites but not on all, my personal

facebook account has been added to a list of
"unsatisfactory" accounts that "cause trouble". I'm not

being censored or banned, I don't believe that they
have a problem with what I'm posting because they're

just being a little over protective of their "name".
Since their websites are being replaced by posts from
different websites it's quite obvious that the "official

facebook page" posts their content from the websites
that they're posting from (even
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